Reporting data on long-term follow-up of critical care trials
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Over the past 20 years, the lens of critical care research has widened, with 60 or 90 days becoming an increasingly common end point for observation of mortality and other outcomes.1–4 There have also been an increase in studies that follow patients for many years to understand how and when recovery occurs and whether risks attributable to critical illness may diminish.5–9 Correspondingly, when new therapies aimed at improving outcomes are studied, there is increasing recognition that reporting of short-term (ie, hospital) outcomes is not enough and that evaluation of the long-term effects of the intervention can be very important.

Dinglas et al present long-term follow-up data of patients enrolled in the Statins in Acutely Injured Lungs in Sepsis (SAILS) trial, which examined the use of rosuvastatin in patients with sepsis-associated acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS).10 The SAILS trial randomised patients within 48 h of enrolment to receive either rosuvastatin or placebo for a maximum of 28 days (or until the third day after discharge from the intensive care unit [ICU], hospital discharge or death). The primary outcome of the original study was 60-day inhospital mortality. As part of the planned analysis, the authors evaluated the long-term outcome of these patients to determine the safety of in-hospital statin use in survivors of sepsis-associated ARDS.11 The rationale was that there are known adverse effects of statins on skeletal muscle and psychological symptoms that can occur, and critically ill patients represent a population already at risk of physical and psychological difficulties.

The authors collected detailed data on physical performance and psychological symptoms at 6 and 12 months, using multiple validated scales to measure functional and mental health outcomes. They had minimal loss to follow-up, although it is notable that the performance-based physical outcome evaluations were done in a much smaller sample of patients. They found no difference in outcome between patients who did and patients who did not receive rosuvastatin and this effect was consistent across multiple predefined subgroups, suggesting that short-term statin usage in a critically ill population has an acceptable safety profile but was not associated with any improvements in outcome.

The original SAILS trial was stopped for futility after enrolment of 745 patients. The data in the current study would have been most salient had the SAILS trial been positive, as it would have elucidated whether observed differences were sustained, or (as in the original study of activated protein C) if overall differences in outcomes were transient, with benefit only in a specific subgroup.12 The question of the safety of short-term rosuvastatin use would also have been more compelling in a positive trial, since the possibility of harm from a new treatment that may be widely adopted certainly warrants rigorous assessment. Finally, as this study did not collect data on continued statin use, these data only provide support for the safety of short-term statin use and do not shed light on whether adverse effects would be seen with continued administration in this select population of survivors.

With negative findings, these data primarily provide more information on the burden of morbidity and mortality for patients who have a specific type of critical illness (sepsis-associated ARDS). In this cohort, survivors had lower scores on both components of the SF-36 compared with population norms. Psychological symptoms were prevalent, with anxiety symptoms occurring most frequently, followed by depressive symptoms and those of post-traumatic stress disorder. Patients were also unlikely to return to work at 6 and 12 months and had decrements in functional performance with shorter distances on the 6 min walk test. Overall, these outcomes are similar to previously published estimates.7,13,14

One continued problem with studies of long-term outcome of critical illness is that they often lack robust data on pre-ICU morbidity, limiting our understanding of whether patients destined for poor psychological, cognitive and functional outcomes are more likely to have critical illness or whether an episode of critical illness plays a causative role in the development of subsequent morbidity. This study lacked pre-ICU information on existing psychological and functional deficits and therefore cannot untangle the issue of whether the observed outcome represent a pre-ICU burden versus new deficits. Ensuring adequate data on pre-ICU status in long-term outcome studies is a pressing concern now that we have moved away from measuring only death (a state everyone is ‘negative’ for prior to ICU admission) and towards more complex outcomes such as functional disability, frailty and cognitive dysfunction. In theory, availability of electronic health records that can be universally accessed should dramatically help with this problem, but this benefit remains theoretical in most healthcare systems.

As the importance of assessing long-term outcome is well established in critical illness, we are now faced with the question of when we should view the collection of long-term follow-up data as a compulsory step to delineate the implications of prescribing or implementing a new therapy to a large population of patients and when to acknowledge that such follow-up is unlikely to yield new information. Conducting long-term follow-up is costly and time-consuming for researchers and impacts patients and their families. Some survivors of critical illness live with impairments and their caregivers can also suffer from psychological symptoms and fatigue,15 we need to be cognisant of the potential additional burden placed on our patients and families by asking them to undergo multiple assessments.

In an era of limited funding, we must be confident that inclusion of long-term follow-up as part of a study protocol is necessary. Ideally, there should be a mechanistic rationale for why long-term follow-up is justified, particularly if the intervention is delivered in a limited time period and no signal for benefit or harm is seen in the short term. For example, long-term follow-up seems important in studies of interventions aimed at physical or psychological ‘rehabilitation’, where one might anticipate a delayed impact on patients. However, the long-term follow-up of all randomised controlled trials involving critically ill patients is not
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likely to be useful or particularly feasible. Of course, there may be unanticipated findings in some studies, but the potential for such a result needs to be weighed against the enormous costs of these assessments. This is easier to say than to do, as long-term follow-up often occurs in parallel with study enrolment and short-term assessment over multiple years. Therefore, the need for follow-up and its appropriate length will likely need to be carefully adjudicated prior to the start of any study.

Additionally, the current methodological heterogeneity in long-term outcome studies presents a large challenge. There is currently no consensus as to which outcome is most important to measure, which instrument should be used to measure a given outcome and whether that instrument remains valid regardless of the time point of measurement. Efforts are currently underway to establish standardised outcome measurements that will also facilitate comparison of outcomes across studies and potentially allow for easier pooling of data.16 17

The persistence of significant symptomatology months to years after critical illness illustrated in this study and others does underscore the need to better understand the underlying mechanisms and to identify interventions that may modify these outcomes in situations where there is a change from a patient’s pre-ICU status. As we continue to treat increasingly large numbers of patients in the ICU with a corresponding increase in survivorship,18 it remains our responsibility to find ways to improve both short and long-term survival, to confirm that our attempts to do so do not cause further harm and to improve quality of life for patients who do survive. However, equally urgent is the need to be judicious in the use of our time, resources and good will of our patients and families by determining when long-term follow-up in studies is truly necessary.
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